
HURLEY 2nd v Littlewick Green 2nd  Date: 8th May 
 
Played at Littlewick Green 
 
Innings of Littlewick Green 2nd  
 
D. Atkinson  b. Wright 14 
C. Green  b. Wright 6 
C. Sethi c. Arshad b. Wright 7 
C. Armstrong  b. Wright 11 
O. Lane c. S. Taylor Snr b. Pollitt 6 
S. Masroor c. M. Walton b. Arshad 79 
C. Leakey c. J. Taylor b. S. Taylor Snr 15 
B. Green LBW b. Arshad 16 
K. Oelofse  b. Pollitt 4 
D. Herron  b. Pollitt 3 
S. Leary Not out  0 
  Extras 30 
  Total 191 
  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
D. Wright 11 0 28 4 
I. Arshad 13 1 61 2 
J. Taylor 6 1 21 0 
D. Pollitt 12.5 4 23 3 
D. Walton 3 0 24 0 
S. Taylor Snr 1 0 20 1 
     
     
     



Innings of Hurley 2nd  
 
I. Arshad  b. Sethi 13 
C. Ainger c. C. Green b. Leary 7 
S. Taylor Snr c. Masroor b. Oelofse 17 
J. Taylor Not out  59 
D. Wright  b. Oelofse 30 
P. Todd  b. Oelofse 0 
M. Walton c. Atkinson b. Sethi 0 
D. Pollitt Not out  34 
D. Walton dnb   
S. Taylor Jnr dnb   
H. Mansell dnb   
  Extras 34 
  Total 194 
  For 6 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
C. Sethi 14 1 77 2 
S. Leary 8 1 31 1 
K. Oelofse 10 2 40 3 
C. Green 5 2 12 0 
C. Leakey 2 0 10 0 
O. Lane 1.5 0 11 0 
     
     
     
 
Result:  Hurley 2nd won by 4 wickets. 
 
Hurley 2nds maintained their one hundred percent record with a four wicket 
win over local rivals, Littlewick Green.  On a day more suited to winter pursuits 
than cricket, the Green were invited to bat first on a wicket that didn’t appear 
to have suffered too badly from the overnight rain.  The opening few overs 
from Darryn Wright and Imran Arshad were somewhat directionally 
challenged and extras raced into the lead as top scorer.  Wright finally got his 
radar warmed up and produced swing which would have seen David 
Cameron in number 10 with a large majority to dismiss Christie Green (6) who 
played back to a full length in swinger and lost his middle stump. Another 
swinging delivery accounted for Atkinson (14) and the home side were thirty-
seven for two after eleven overs.  Sethi (7) briefly flattered to deceive but a 
cross batted slog off Wright was well caught, one handed, by Arshad at 
square-leg. Two overs later the hosts were in some trouble at fifty-nine for 
four.  Littlewick’s fortunes took a turn for the better with the arrival of Masroor 
(79) at the crease. He punished anything loose on the offside with some 
forceful shots to the boundary.  Dave Pollitt replaced Wright at ‘The 



Cricketers’ end and produced his usual accuracy to tie up one end and 
frustrate the batsmen.  Masroor and Leakey (15) added forty-five for the sixth 
wicket before the introduction of Steve Taylor produced immediate dividends 
as Leakey pulled Taylor’s first delivery to the square-leg boundary where 
James Taylor held on to the catch. The remainder of Taylor’s only over saw 
Masroor smash two sixes and a couple of boundaries and put his side on 
course for a score in excess of two hundred.  Bill Green (16) kept Masroor 
company, adding forty-three before the turning point of the innings when 
Masroor top edged Arshad to the keeper. The last three wickets only added 
twenty runs with Pollitt (3-23) polishing off the tail to dismiss Littlewick for 191 
in the forty-seventh over. 
 
The Hurley reply started in confident fashion as Sethi (2-77) and Leary (1-31) 
produced nothing to trouble the batsmen until the eighth over when Colin 
Ainger (7) found the safe hands of Christie Green to give Leary his only 
success.  In the next over Sethi found some seam movement to dismiss 
Arshad (13) at 32 for 2.  Steve Taylor (17) and James Taylor  got the innings 
back on track but when Oelofse took the new ball in the thirteenth over, 
picking up three wickets in as many overs, the tide turned in favour of the 
hosts.  Wright smashed thirty from eighteen deliveries before attempting a 
defensive shot and becoming Oelofse’s second victim.  Paul Todd lasted one 
delivery, bringing Mike Walton in to face the hat-trick delivery, which he safely 
negotiated, but failed to trouble the scorers before nicking Sethi to second 
slip.  At 110 for 6 the visitors were in serious danger of being dismissed a long 
way short of their target, but the youthful Taylor (59*) and the veteran Dave 
Pollitt (34*) saw their side home with twelve overs to spare. 


